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About This Game

Sonya: The Great Adventure

Dive into the super colorful fantastic world of adventure hidden object quest.

Sonya: The Great Adventure is a fantastic and colorful hidden object adventure game with animated cut scenes that are
professionally voiced over. This is a touching story of the eternal struggle between the light and the dark. We offer three
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difficulty modes to suit gamers of the different experience.

The quiet morning of two sisters Sonya and Lily was destroyed by the barbaric attack on their home. Unidentified robbers took
away the most precious thing they had - not money and jewels, but Lily's vitality. Sonya was locked in her room and was not
able to save her sister. She will solve a lot of puzzles to get out of the house and find the vitality of Lily. She can't cope alone.

Help Sonya find the right way and get allies on the difficult path to the victory over an unknown evil.

Especially for Steam players BONUS CONTENT is added to the main gameplay, to make the maximum diving into the
storyline.

 100 incredibly colorful locations

 over 20 unique mini-games

 Steam trading cards

 combination of hidden object levels with fragmented object scenes

 Steam achievements to unlock

 detailed guide

 animated cut scenes with professional voice acting

No internet connection required for this offline game.
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Title: Sonya: The Great Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Specialbit Studio
Publisher:
Specialbit Studio
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 10

Processor: 1.5Ghz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000 with 384 MB of RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: Is not essential

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese
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sonya the great adventure apk. sonya the great adventure. sonya the great adventure walkthrough. sonya the great adventure full.
sonya the great adventure full apk. sonya the great adventure bonus

i love fireworks and i really enjoyed this game. If i save a custom effect it glitches once in a while but i don't have problems
with that because the next time i press save it does work. What i really dislike is that it won't show the effect of the high
mortarshells anymore. I tried reïnstalling 3 times but that still doesn't work. You can see the shell going off because of the glow
on the landscape. I tried different resolutions and qualitysettings. (ps my PC runs ARMA3 on ultra settings so it's strong enought
for a fireworksim...). Gameplay is awesome and i love tha fact that you can upload your own music. I only recommend games
that are properly fixed so a no for me (when the game is stable i will recommend it).. This is nothing but a glorified
motherboard commercial. All you do is sit down and look at the bad graphics. That's it. I suppose if you've never seen a single
thing in VR before it would be kinda cool, but to everyone else it's boring as hell.. Not worth the money. Neither Viking nor
Metal.. Really cute game :3. There is literally nobody playing this game. You no longer can play it. Don't buy it. You will be
wasting your money. Looks really fun, but not playable, so DO NOT BUY.. Very ambitious concept with an attempt to
demonstrate what cinematic VR films can be like. Good camera work, lighting and overall atmosphere. But notable its weakest
link was in the many opportunities missed in expressing emotion in the characters facial animation. Early scenes suffered from
feet clipping into the ground as well. A good soundtrack but again voice acting felt a bit lack lustre. I felt moments that were
meant to have strong impact did not resonate with me because of the voice acting and facial animation. Overall I enjoyed it and
would like to see more of this content in the future.. I will make this short, this game is dead.
Do not buy it.
The gameplay does not save it.
It is too expensive. Don't buy this. It's not finished, there's many flaws. Save your money and get Crazy Machines 2.
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Amazing Game! I can't stop playing. Beautiful visuals, amazing sound. A must play. So glad it got ported over to steam, I was
getting jealous of my friends with a wiiu.. How did this garbage even get into my steam account?. Of all Q2-Engine games this
will remain the last unfinished for me. The concept is great, however even due to nice patching of the community and running
on modern hardware, there are plenty of annoying flaws, which makes this one really unenjoyable for me.

1. Mouse speedup random. look to any direction a little faster and see how you do all of a sudden 90\u00b0 view changes
2. Leveldesign: Meh, just meh. Remember, when I read in the 90s, that from 2nd stage (greece), it becomes better. Indeed a
little, but after nice 3-4 levels again we are stuck in a "find the 5th f*cking key" pleb.
3. your partners are always stuck. everywhere. it sucks. I mean - i know i could disable this in v1.3, so just me and the game. but
hey, that is how it was designed...
4. enemy location: open a door, boom you are dead, go with a lift: boom you are dead. at least, at times you get squished by
some automated door, when you try to get your partner....

no, I gave this a big chance to win my heart and complete the q2 era. but I won't and John Romero should really be ashamed for
this title, which made it clear, that he was not the genius, people made him back then.. Fun game. I just hope they release a real
jagged alliance game soon.. not even at 90% off. Poor gameplay, graphics, controls, camera, and game.
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